
BBA Final Year Student Feed back 

1. Are the objectives and outcomes stated for the Programme helping you 

 

2. How do you rate the sequence of the Courses that you have studied in the programme 

 

 

3. Do you have any suggestion with regard to unitization of the course 

 

4. Are the electives relevant to the specialization 



 

 

5. The course curriculum has made me interested in the subject area 

 

6. The Size of syllabus in terms of the load on the student 

 

 

7. How do you rate the percentage of courses having LAB components? 



 

8. Is the Curriculum Contributing towards projects and research 

 

9. Infrastructural facilities such as Classrooms , Library and Labs with required software and 

hardware are available in department for smooth academic progress 

 

10. Tests and examinations are conducted well in time with proper coverage of all units in the 

curriculum 



 

11. Employment orientation in the curriculum 
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12. Do You Have any Suggestion with regard to unitization of the course 

 More practical knowledge 
 

13. Give suggestions for improvement 

 Reduces the syallbus.... Is my suggestion 

 Student understanding should be giving priority and not completion of syllabus 

 Good curriculum 

 More practical knowledge, and industrial session. 

 Update in latest syllabus for practical knowledge  

 Improve extra circlum activity 

 Allow students to go out at break time  

 Update of syllabus 

 Update of latest syllabus  by adding new practical courses  

 

 



BBA Faculty Feedback 

1. To what extent is the Curriculum matching the stakeholder requirements 

 

2. To what extent the Course objectives are well defined 

 

 

3. Availability of prescribed/reference books in the library/digital resources are 



 

4. How is the balance between theory and application in curriculum 

 

 

5. The level of knowledge potentials in the curriculum 

 



6. The curriculum imbibes required skills for career development 

 

 

7. Availability of infrastructural facilities such as faculty rooms, classrooms with ICT, Labs and 

reading rooms  

    

8. Assessments and Evaluations are scheduled well in time with proper intimation 

 



 

9. Degree of freedom to adopt new techniques of teaching in the classroom 

 

10. To what extent the institutional environment is conducive  to teaching, learning and 

research. 

 

 



11. The support and facilities provided by the management for research and development of the 

faculty are  

 

12. Financial support and funding provided by the management towards upgrading of 

qualifications and skills are 

 

 

13. Suggestions for improvement: 

 Introduce new concepts like HR analytics, gig economy,  

 Nothing 
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13. Suggestions for improvement:



� "An incorporation of Practical teaching methods like (filed study) of Data Collection

techniques etc

� Will really help students to understand the data collection practically."

� Remove utility concept and add Break even analysis need Industry sessions are required

for 5 th unit

� To include industry 4.0 concepts

� Include mim cuts and max flows in OR

� Bridge Course to be taken for non-commerce students

� Moot Courts should be implemented so as to get practical orientation

� Latest Marketing case studies should be incoroporated in syllabus

� Industry ready syllabus should be there, therefore syllabus should be updated every year.

� Cases should be included

� R is more technical, not so beneficial for MBA students.

� Give more number of classes as syllabus is vast

� Change the syllabus Leadership and Change Management, it is outdated


